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About bullying
1.1

What is bullying?

Bullying can happen anywhere: at school, at work, at home, on social networking sites
such as Facebook, on mobile phones, in sporting teams or between neighbours. Bullying
involves someone (or a group of people) with more power than you, repeatedly and
intentionally using negative words and/or actions against you, which causes you distress
and risks your wellbeing.1 Bullying has many faces and includes the use of emerging
technologies.
This behaviour may include:2







keeping someone out of a group
acting in an unpleasant way near someone
giving nasty looks, making rude gestures, calling names, being rude and impolite,
spreading stories, rumours and teasing
'mucking about' that goes too far
any form of harassment or discrimination based, for instance, on disability, gender,
sex, race or religion
hurting someone physically or stalking.

Signs that someone is being bullied include changes in their sleeping/ eating patterns or
personality (e.g. becomes withdrawn or aggressive), refusing to discuss what is wrong or
hurting them and withdrawing from group and other peer activities.3

1.2

What is cyberbullying?

Cyberbullying is bullying using technology. For instance, it involves using the internet,
mobile phone or other technology like a camera to bully and so hurt or embarrass
someone.4 It can happen anonymously, at any hour, anywhere and reach a vast
audience.5
Cyberbullying has a number of unique features:6







it allows for a potentially infinite audience to view or participate
it is often anonymous as perpetrators can hide behind false identities
it has a permanency of expression as information put online can be difficult to
remove, and may be recorded and archived
it may be difficult to escape from the bullying as people often use technology
everyday and in the case of mobile phones can be constantly contactable
content can be duplicated easily
content is often searchable.

1.3

What does cyberbullying look like?

Bullying on the internet or using mobiles can include:7









1.4

being sent mean and/or anonymous text messages
receiving nasty or threatening messages through social networking sites
people sending photos or videos of you to other people with the intention of
embarrassing you
people spreading rumours about you
people intimidating or harassing you
people trying to stop you from communicating with others
people hacking into, or stealing passwords to access your online accounts (e.g.
Facebook or My Space)
any form of communication that is discriminatory.

Why is cyberbullying a growing concern?

We are all using the internet, mobile phones and other technologies more than ever. While
these technologies bring many benefits to our lives, such as connecting with friends,
entertainment, research and accessing support services, their growing use means that
cyberbullying poses increased risks and dangers, particularly for young people. In
Australia cyberbullying affects at least one in ten students.8
In June 2010 young people aged 14 -17 years old had the highest rate of internet use in
Australia with 91% spending time online every week.9
Level of internet use
Heavy users (>15 hrs per week)
Medium users (>7- 15 hrs per week)
Light users (<7 hrs per week)
No use in an average week
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14-17 year olds
36%
37%
18%
9%

Total population 14 years and older
28%
27%
23%
22%

What are the impacts of cyberbullying?

Bullying, including cyberbullying, can have serious impacts on individuals, organisations
and communities.10
Cyberbullying can be detrimental to a person’s mental and physical health.11 Victims can
experience significant social isolation and feel unsafe.12 It can lead to emotional and
physical harm,13 loss of self-esteem, feelings of shame and anxiety, concentration and
learning difficulties. Incidents of young people committing suicide have also occurred.14
In the case of a perpetrator of bullying, it can contribute to ongoing antisocial or criminal
behaviour and engaging in abuse in other contexts.15
Cyberbullying is likely to create difficult and unsafe environments in organisations, be it at
school, work or sporting clubs. Organisations at, or through, which bullying occurs have
responsibilities to address and prevent bullying. In addition to the significant harm that
cyberbullying can have, not addressing incidents of bullying could expose organisations to
risks of claims for compensation.
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2.1

Cyberbullying and human rights

Everyone has the right to be respected, safe and free from violence, harassment and
bullying. A life free from violence and from cruel, degrading and inhuman treatment is a
fundamental human right.16 Bullying and harassment can also lead to violations of a range
of other human rights. These rights include:


The highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.17 Bullying can
impact negatively on your physical and mental health causing harm in the form of
physical injuries, stress-related illnesses, depression and other health issues.



Work and fair working conditions.18 Bullying can lead to higher absenteeism from
the workplace, poor or reduced performance and an unsafe working environment.



Freedom of expression and to hold opinions without interference.19 Bullying
can impact on your freedom to express feelings or opinions as you no longer feel
safe to do so.



A child or young person’s right to leisure and play.20 Bullying often occurs where
children and young people play and socialise such as in school playgrounds and on
social networking sites. All children have the right to participate in leisure activities
in a safe environment. The United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child, in
its report on Australia’s compliance with the Convention on the Rights of the Child,
raised concerns about bullying and the importance of protecting children and young
people from exposure to violence, racism and pornography through mobile phones
and other technologies, including the internet.21



The right to education because it can make you feel unsafe and unwelcome at
school and impact on how well you do.22



The right to be free from violence whether mental, emotional or physical.23

While the rights above are not a comprehensive list, they indicate the range of rights that
can be violated by bullying.
Just as all people are entitled to enjoy all human rights, they also have responsibilities to
respect the rights of others. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights calls on every
individual in society to promote respect for human rights and freedoms.24 This is because
bullying is everyone’s problem. Key human rights treaties also note that individuals have
duties to one another and to their community, and have a responsibility to strive for the
promotion and observance of human rights.25
Taking a human rights approach to tackling bullying allows us to identify and address the
harm to a victim’s rights and encourage all of us to respect the rights of others.
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What is the Commission doing about cyberbullying and
bystanders?

The Commission currently has ‘tackling violence, harassment and bullying’ as one of its
priority themes. The Commission believes that this is an issue that profoundly affects the
lives of thousands of people living in Australia.
With the proliferation of new communications technologies and the dramatic increase in
use of the internet including social networking sites, new arenas have been created in
which harassment and bullying can take place. The Commission is taking steps to identify
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and address policy issues and solutions in addition to investigating and conciliating
complaints.
The Commission is undertaking and planning a range of activities to address violence,
harassment and bullying. For example, in August 2010 the Commission hosted a
roundtable with key non- government organisations, the Australian Communications and
Media Authority, and bullying experts to explore the development of effective strategies to
tackle cyberbullying.
In 2011 the Commission hosted a vodcast with UN youth champion Monique Coleman and
Samah Hadid Australian UN Youth Representative which covered important topics such
as bullying and self esteem. The Commission will develop a new initiative to empower
young people to stand up to bullying, with an emphasis on the role of bystanders to take
safe steps to respond to cyberbullying. Details of the Commission’s activities are in the
Commission Plan 2010-2012, Our agenda, and the 2009-2010 Annual Report. These are
available on our website.

3.1

Why are bystanders important?

The Commission is interested in identifying safe and appropriate ways to support people
who want to be defenders of, or stand up for, victims of violence, harassment and bullying.
This is important as some people feel uncomfortable witnessing bullying but may be
unsure what to do to stop bullying happening.
Active bystanders can play an important role in stopping bullying. This is because:




bystanders are often present online when bullying occurs
bullying behaviour is reinforced where people watch or are present but do nothing
when bystanders intervene, bullying is more likely to stop.26

Bullying is everyone’s problem. If bystanders take safe and appropriate action to stop
bullying, this allows all of us to be part of the solution to bullying.
It's up to everyone to create a safe environment and we can all help. Motivating
bystanders to act when they witness bullying is now being promoted as a response,
whether in schools, workplaces or more broadly in the community.
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Getting help
4.1

Practical bystander actions to take if you witness bullying27





Make it clear to your friends that you won't be involved in bullying behaviour
Never stand by and watch or encourage bullying behaviour
Do not harass, tease or spread gossip about others this includes on social
networking sites (e.g. Facebook) or through other technologies
Never forward on messages or pictures that may be offensive or upsetting
If you see someone being bullied, keep safe and choose an appropriate response
If it is safe name the behaviour
Support the person who is being bullied to ask for help
Ask a responsible adult for help and report to appropriate authorities if necessary
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4.2
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If you are being bullied online28
Ignore it and don't respond to the message or images
Save the evidence
Block and delete the sender
Tell trusted friends, teachers, parents and the police if necessary.
Report it to:
o the school –your school should have policies to prevent bullying and
cyberbullying
o the website, social networking site, internet service provider or administrator
o the police – if there is a threat to safety call Crime Stoppers 1800 333 000 or
000 for emergencies

Where can I get more help?

If you have been bullied or witnessed others been bullied and need help contact:
Kids Help Line (1800 55 1800) is a free and confidential, telephone counseling service for
5 to 25 year olds in Australia. www.kidshelp.com.au
Lifeline (13 11 14) is a free and confidential service staffed by trained telephone
counsellors. http://www.lifeline.org.au
Reach Out is an online community for young people that can help with mental health and
wellbeing related issues they also provide opportunities for connecting with young people.
http://au.reachout.com
The Australian Human Rights Commission (1300 656 419) has a complaint handling
service that may investigate complaints of discrimination, harassment and bullying
http://www.humanrights.gov.au/complaints_information/index.html
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Other useful resources

Download the Cyber-safety Help Button, a free Australian Government initiative,
designed to keep children and families safe online. www.dbcde.gov.au/helpbutton
Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) has a range of resources on
staying safe online. www.acma.gov.au
National Centre Against Bullying www.ncab.org.au
The Australian Human Rights Commission has information on cyber racism and actions
that can be taken to report cyber racism.
http://www.hreoc.gov.au/racial_discrimination/publications/cyberracism_factsheet.html
Think U Know conducts internet safety programs and provides advice for teachers,
parents and carers. http://www.thinkuknow.org.au/site/
Bullying No Way provides support and information for school communities.
http://www.bullyingnoway.com.au/
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